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DESCRIPTION & APPLICATIONS

Texte8:
Agrialle

10W30 is a multipurpose lubricant for farm tractors. It is a S.T.O.U. (Super Tractor Oil Universal) for
optimum lubrication of all parts of agricultural equipment: tractors, harvesters, shredders, etc. Engines,
hydraulic systems, mechanical transmissions and wet brake systems can be lubricated with Agrialle. The quality
base oils and specific additivation ensure good corrosion resistance, good anti-foam properties and good
resistance to shearing. Your machine is always optimally lubricated. Agrialle is an ideal partner for the
rationalization of your oil stock, prevents the use of an incorrect lubricant and enables you to limit your stock to
a minimum.

Texte8:

ADVANTAGES

-

Texte11:
Allround applicable
where a S.T.O.U. 10W30 is required.
- Ideal for mixed fleets.
- Ideal to simplify your oil stock.

-

Perfectly suitedTexte11:
for heavy loads of mechanical transmissions.

-

Texte11:
Good for preventing
brake noise.

Texte8:

PERFORMANCES

Satisfies to theTexte11:
following specifications:
ACEA E4-08/E7
ALLISON C4
API CI-4/GL4
API GL5 (low speed, high torque)
CAT TO2
Ford M2C 159B
JD J20A/J20C/J27A
MF M1139/M1141/M1144/M1145
New Holland 82009202
NH 410B
ZF-TE-ML 06B/06C/07B
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ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

Please consult also the Safety Data Sheet about how to manipulate and to stock the product as well as to learn
about the first aid measurements in case of accident.
Elimination after use must be made in conformity with the local rules in force about used oils disposal.
When needed, Safety Data Sheet can be obtained upon request.
Conservation of the product: 3 year(s) in closed container and sheltered.

PROPERTIES
CHARACTERISTICS

UNITS

METHODS

TYPICAL DATA

SAE grade

-

-

10W30

Specific gravity at 15°C

kg/m³

NFT 60101

873

Kinematic viscosity at 40°C

mm²/s (cSt)

NFT 60100

63,5

Kinematic viscosity at 100°C

mm²/s (cSt)

NFT 60100

10,14

Viscosity index

-

NFT 60136

145

Viscosity CCS at -20°C

mPa.s

NFT 60152

5250

Flash point

°C

ISO 2719

212

Pour point

°C

NFT 60105

-33

Sulphated ash content

% wheight

NF T 60143

1,47

TBN (Total Base Number)

mg KOH/g

ASTM D 2896

11,5

The average values are given for information only.
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